
List of Talks By Frank Figueroa, Jr.:
Reasons For Hope Speaker

• 1 Verse, 5 Minutes, And A Little Bit Of Courage (my testimony and how we can share the Christian 
faith simply and with power)
• A Good God Wouldn’t Allow Suffering - DeBunked! (A look at how God allows suffering to build 
our character and make us more like his son Jesus by sharing my wife’s experience with cancer and the 
struggles that came along because of it)
• Abortion Is An Act Of Love And A Blessing - DeBunked! (A deep study into the Texas heartbeat law 
and SB8 and the miss truths that pro-choice advocates propagate)
• An Interview With Bruce Jenner Regarding Gender (looking at the statements made by Bruce Jenner 
and how his presupposition homosexuality is not consistent with what the Bible teaches)
• Away In A Manger on Biblical Christmas. (Looking at a typical manger scene and comparing that to 
what the Bible actually says)
• Believing In Six 24 Hour Days Isn’t Important - DeBunked  (An expositional and hermeneutical 
argument for a literal six day creation and a young earth.)
• Christians Don't Need To Talk About Jesus - DeBunked!  
• Common Sense Tells Us We Cant Trust The Bible - DeBunked!  (A foundational lesson in basic 
Christian and how having the wrong worldview can warp our perspective)
• Critical Race Theory Is Biblical - DeBunked!
The 
• Did Dinosaurs And Man Live At The Same Time?  (A look at the Biblical Young Earth position in 
regards to the timing of the dinosaurs as well as modern scientific methods to date, dinosaur bones and 
what we are finding in them.)
• Different Shades Of Brown Regarding Racism
• Earth Is The Result Of A Cosmic Accident - DeBunked! (A scientific look at creation and how there is
irreducible complexity in all living organisms and things that are used to sustain them)
• First Amendment Rights Or God Given rights?
• Gender And Sexual Preference Are Morally Subjective - DeBunked!
• If God Said It, That Settles It!  (A look at Biblical Hermeneutics and how to rightly interpret the 
Bible)
• If You Look At The Fossil Record It Proves Evolution - DeBunked!
• Is the 2nd Amendment Constitutional or Biblical?
• It Is Always Wrong To Judge People - Debunked!  (Based of Matthew 7:1-6 within Jesus’ Sermon On 
The Mount.)
• My Heart Christ's Home (A 5 part series on surrendering our entire hearts to Christ)
• My Identity Is My Choice - DeBunked!  (A look at what Scripture reveals about the top 10 identity 
topics for teens and young adults.)
• Noah's Ark Is Nothing But A Fairy Tale - DeBunked!
•Offering Reasons For Hope - An overview of our Reasons For Hope ministry looking at 1 Peter 3:15-
16 and how to effectively evangelize. 
•P5 - a five part series on the book of Philippians, looking at all the major components contained within
it.
• Pop Quiz - Based on Matthew 16:13-18 as Jesus gives the disciples a Pop Quiz by asking them two 
questions, “Who do others say that I am?” And “Who do you say that I am?”  We then compare what 
the world says about God vs what God says about Himself. 
• Strong People Don't Need To Fear Drifting Away - DeBunked!  (what happens to people when they 
get their eyes off of the Lord and think they are strong enough to not drift away)



• Taking Hope To The Streets (using some of our tools and debunked videos to evangelize)
• There Can Be Hope Without Jesus (Molokai Mo Bettah) - DeBunked! (about the last leper colony in 
the United States on the island of Molokai, which is next to the island I live on.)
• There Is No Evidence For The Resurrection - DeBunked!
• There's No Evidence That God Created - DeBunked!  (A look at the animal Kingdom that shows that 
there is a designer who created things on purpose and for a purpose.)
• There's No Reason To Think Human Life Is Precious - DeBunked! (Abortion, suicide,and euthanasia)
• Things That Get In The Way Of Following Jesus  (based on Luke 9:57-62 looking at how people 
choose not to surrender to Jesus, because they will miss out on personal comforts, personal finances, or 
personal relationships.)
• What About Dinosaurs? (We will look at the difference between observational science and historical 
science when it comes to dinosaurs. We will also distinguish between the Bible and secular sources in 
order to see whether we get more information about dinosaurs from Jurassic Park or Jesus.)

More information about Frank’s presentations can be found online here.

Frank’s Speaker Bio

As a young person Frank always struggled with “authority,” and wanted to know
WHY he needed to do what he was told to do, especially when it came to 
organized religion. That changed when someone at a Bible study gave him a 
copy of Josh McDowell’s book, “Evidence That Demands A Verdict.” The fact 
that someone was able to systematically and logically validate the truth claims 
of the Bible is one of the things that led him to place his faith in Jesus Christ.

Frank’s goal is to be able to reach the skeptics like his previous self by being 
able to share with them that God is a God of design, order and logic. He enjoys 
having conversations with people about things that are true. Sharing God’s 
truths in a proper and understandable way is one of his greatest joys.

When Frank is not fulfilling his duties as a speaker, he and his wife love to travel. He also 
loves shooting sports and especially enjoys bow hunting. His love for archery even led he and
his wife to start a ministry to share the gospel along with the skills of archery to the youth of 
Hawaii entitled, Centershot Hawaii. Frank has a Science Education degree from the 
University of Hawaii, but his greatest credential is experience and time spent in the ministry.

Frank’s Experience

•Former Senior Pastor at Waipio Grace Brethren Church
•Former Youth, Missions, and Sunday Evening Pastor at Calvary Chapel Pearl Harbor
•Presenter at a number of youth camps, including the AWANA Merit Camp in Aiea, Hawaii
•Presenter at a number of Christian and private schools throughout Hawaii
•Keynote Speaker at the Hawai’i Homeschool Conference
•Frequent speaker to home school youth assemblies
•Teacher at various Awana adult training seminars
•Leader and presenter at various churches and colleges in Samoa

https://waipiogbc.org/
https://www.rforh.com/frank-figueroa-jr
https://www.facebook.com/groups/HawaiiMeritCamp/
https://calvarychapelpearlharbor.com/

